
Johan Sylvan-PO Sundelin

Double Club (or "JPklöver")
Some remarks about our system for those who do not intend to struggle through our whole system manual.

Our convention card is produced with Lee Edwards´ CCE version 6.10. There may be a problem printing the back
with later versions of the CCE. Unfortunately Lee does not  seem inclined to add a PDF printing possibility.

1C - 1D = 0-7.
Opener may (rarely) pass, may also rebid a 3-card M if he lacks a longer one. (1NT shows 17-19)

Over 1M-openings we use a 2C-relay (either Nat, constructive,Inv), OR FG, in principle any shape, but in real life
seldom long suits (5+) outside C. Responses and mostly also continuation conventional.

1NT may contain any 5card suit. Sometimes a 5422 pops up, probably more frequently with 5C than any other suit.

Our 2S-opening  is a bit unusual; a good hand with both minors but less than 17+hp.
More precisely 5+D and 4+C, no 4+M. 4 - 5,5 losers, (12)13-16.
Example of 12hp-hand: X,-,AJTxxx,AQJxxx. More normal would be: AKx, x, ADJxx, QTxx

We use transfer methods
0. after 1NT (2D,H,S,3C,4C,D) and 1C (2H=C+D),2S,3C,3S=NT,4C,D)

1.when opponents bid 1X over 1C,
(D,1D,1H show next suit.
1S=neg double wo own M,
2S=C,inv+ or C+D,FG
2Q=4441, FG with short Q
2Q-1 = 4oM and 5+m, Inv
1NT,2m =5+next suit, 8+hp)

2. After 1D-1NT
(2C=D,2D=H-reverse, 2H=S-reverse,2S=4441, max)

3.when our opening or interference with 1M is doubled (T-O or negative).
(1NT through 1M-1 either shows next suit, 0+hp, OR values in next suit plus support. 2M-1=good raise).

4.when we interfere with 1X
(New suit through 2Q-1 = Nat,F1, while 2Q through 2X-1 =next suit, F1)

Signals
We may, if we remember, when partner leads a suit where he knows I am long, show interest in another suit by
playing a discouraging (high) card; odd for a higher ranking suit, and even for a lower suit.

Please address any questions to po-s@telia.com if you need further clarifications.


